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WAVELET TRANSFORM USING SPIHT 

ALGORITHM FOR VIDEO COMPRESSION 
S.Jenita Ranjani and K.Vijay Anandh  

Abstract—As a key component of modern multimedia technology, digital video has many applications such as video phone, video 
conference, video on demand (VOD), disk based video (VCD/DVD/HDDVD), digital video by satellite (DVS), and high definition television 
(HDTV). With the vast amount of digital images and videos, which is still increasing rapidly, the transmission bandwidth and storage spaces 
become the bottleneck. Wavelet transform has been widely used in image/video compression and processing. The wavelet transform’s 
base functions have flexible time and frequency domain resolution. In the video sequence, temporal prediction does not perform well with 
respect to compression efficiency. In other cases, temporal prediction may work better than spatial prediction. An adaptive selection design 
between spatial and temporal prediction improves the compression performance. Our proposed work is based on wavelet transform 
algorithm like Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). Results of Average value of peak signal to noise ratio PSNR, mean squared 
error (MSE) and comparison chart is obtained using MATLAB. The proposed 2-D SPIHT algorithm achieves very good PSNR values and 
MSE which makes the techniques more efficient. 

Index Terms— SPIHT algorithm, Wavelet transform, PSNR, MSE, Compression Ratio. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ompression is one of the real picture preparing systems. It 
is a standout amongst the most valuable and industrially 
effective innovations in the field of computerized picture 

preparing. Video Compression is the representation of a picture 
in computerized frame with as couple of bits as could reasona-
bly be expected while keeping up an adequate level of Com-
pression quality [1]. Progressively pictures are procured and 
put away carefully or different film digitizers are utilized to 
change over customary crude pictures into computerized or-
ganize. Information pressure is the procedure to lessen the re-
dundancies in information representation with a specific end 
goal to decline information stockpiling prerequisites and hence-
forth correspondence costs. Lessening the capacity necessity is 
proportional to expanding the limit of the capacity medium 
increment the speed of transmission and consequently corres-
pondence transfer speed [2]. The proficient methods for putting 
away vast measure of information and because of the data 
transfer capacity and capacity restrictions, pictures must be 
packed before transmission and capacity. At some later time, 
the packed picture is decompressed to recreate the first picture 
or estimate of it. Fourier hypothesis expresses that a flag can be 
communicated as a progression of sines and cosines. Shocking-
ly, Fourier extension has just recurrence however no time de-
termination: Although we may have the capacity to decide 
every one of the frequencies display in a flag, we don't know 
when they happen. A few arrangements have been produced to 
defeat this issue, every one of them pretty much ready to  
speak to a flag in time and recurrence space in the meantime. 
The thought behind these time-recurrence joint representations 
is to cut the flag of enthusiasm into parts and after that break 
down the parts independently. In any case, Heisenberg's insta-
bility standard states, in flag preparing terms, that it is difficult 
to know both the correct recurrence  
 

 
 
 
 
 
and the correct time of event of this recurrence in a flag. In this 
way, it is imperative how one cuts the flag. In wavelet examina-
tion, the flag cutting issue is settled by the utilization of a com-
pletely versatile adjusted window. This window is moved along 
the flag and for each position the range is ascertained. This pro-
cedure is rehashed ordinarily, every time with a window of 
marginally extraordinary length. At last, the outcome will be an 
accumulation of time-recurrence representations of the flag, all 
with various resolutions. It can be demonstrated that square 
fundamental capacities ψ(t) fulfilling the suitability condition 
can be utilized to first examine and afterward reproduce a flag 
without loss of data. This suggests the Fourier change of ψ(t) 
vanishes at the zero recurrence. Hence, wavelets have a high-
pass or band-pass like range. 

 

2  DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
Relating a flag to a constantly moved, ceaselessly versatile 

capacity as the nonstop wavelet change wills, prompt to excee-
dingly repetitive information, as the scaled capacities are a long 
way from producing an orthogonal premise. To kill this repetition, 
discrete wavelets have been presented. Discrete wavelets, de-
spite their name, still have persistent waveforms, yet must be 
scaled and deciphered in discrete strides 
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j and k are whole numbers, > 1 is a settled enlargement step 
and 0 the interpretation calculate. The time-scale space is pre-
sently inspected at discrete interims. Regularly, =2 are picked 
so that the inspecting of the recurrence and the time hub re-
lates to dyadic testing. Changing a nonstop flag utilizing dis-
crete wavelets will bring about a progression of wavelet coef-
ficients and is alluded to as the wavelet arrangement deteri-
oration. A subjective flag can now be spoken to by a total of 
the wavelet premise capacities weighted by the wavelet 
change coefficients.   

 
 
 

 
Excess will be totally expelled from this flag representation, 

if the discrete wavelets are made orthogonal to their own ex-
pansions and interpretations by unique decisions of the moth-
er wavelet.   

Presently, a flag can be communicated as states that the 
waveletand scaling capacity coefficients on a specific scale can 
be found by ascertaining a weighted Sum of the coefficients 
from the past scale, with at the biggest scale being equivalent 
to the examined flag f (k), as the flag range at a specific scale is 
the yield of a low-pass scaling channel at the past stage 

 
 
 

 
 
Since the coefficients j(k) originate from the low pass part of 

the split flag range, the weighting components h(k) must 
frame a low-pass channel. The coefficients j(k) originate from 
the high-pass part of the split flag range, so the weighting 
components g(k) frame a high-pass channel. In this manner 
frames one phase of an iterated computerized channel bank, 
with the coefficients h(k) and g(k) actualizing the scaling 
channel and the wavelet channel, separately. The scaling and 
wavelet channels have a stage size of 2 in the variable k. The 
aftereffect of this subsampling is that the channel yield infor-
mation rate is equivalent to the information rate. Taking eve-
rything into account, (discrete) wavelet changing a flag can be 
considered as passing the flag iteratively through a channel 
bank comprising of a low-and a high-pass channel, trailed by 
subsampling. The yields of the diverse channel stages are the 
wavelet-and scaling capacity change coefficients. Breaking 
down a flag by going it through a channel bank is known as 
sub band coding.  

3 METHODLOGY 
A video flag can be inspected in either outlines (dy-

namic) or fields (intertwined). In dynamic video, a total casing 
is tested at every time moment. While an intertwined video 
just a half of the casing is caught (either odd or even columns 
of tests) at a specific time moment which are called fields. An 
essential segment of picture and video pressure frameworks is 
a change. A change is utilized to change picture forces.   

A change is likewise used to change forecast residuals 
of picture powers, for example, the movement remuneration 
lingering (MC remaining), the determination improvement 
leftover in versatile video coding, or the intra-expectation lef-
tover in H.264/AVC. As of late, new changes have been pro-
duced that can exploit locally anisotropic elements in pictures 
[1, 2, 3, 4]. A traditional change, for example, the 2-D DCT or 
the 2-D Discrete Wavelet Transform (2-D DWT), is done as a 
divisible change by falling two 1-D changes in the vertical and 
level measurements.   

The approach does not exploit locally anisotropic 
elements display in pictures since it favors even or vertical 
elements over others. The new changes adjust to locally aniso-
tropic elements in pictures by playing out the sifting along the 
bearing where picture force varieties are littler. This is accom-
plished, by directional lifting usage of the DWT. Even though 
the vast majority of the work depends on the DWT, compara-
ble thoughts have been connected to DCT-based picture pres-
sure.   
A video transmission can be watched that the pictures after 
pressure are perceptibly obscured, since customary plans can't 
perceive the items in the video, treating all pixels on a picture 
as arbitrary factors that are dispersed. At the end of the day, 
same level of loyalty is given to both went to and unattended 
items, raising an extra cost on data transmission. This clarifies 
why high information rate is in need to bolster the superior 
quality (HD) video streams. For example, Cisco TX9000 video 
chat framework requires no less than 8.8 Mbps of transmission 
information rate to bolster 1080p@30 HD conversational video 
streams under H.264 standard. Since conferees regularly give 
careful consideration the face districts of a conversational vid-
eo grouping, coding ancient rarities inside the face area are 
effectively recognized by watchers and influence the apparent 
video quality.   
To adjust for this lack of pressure, MBVC has a remarkable 
preferred standpoint, since when a face model is utilized as a 
part of the representation and recreation, the conceivable de-
velopments are compelled to be conceivable and reliable (i.e. 
producible by the model) even at low piece rates.   
In the framework engineering of remote correspondences as 
appeared in the fig. 2 information is transmitted from the 
transmitter to the recipient by means of the remote channel. 
Source information at the transmitter is a non-stationary arbi-
trary grouping, for example, the interactive media information 
after pressure. The remote channel is an arbitrary procedure of 
time-variation blurring brought on by multi-way, movement, 
irregular commotion, and burst impedances from different 
frameworks and client. 
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Fig 1.Block Diagram 
 
SET PARTITIONING IN HIERARCHICAL TREES (SPIHT)  

The pressure plan depends on wavelet coding me-
thod. The picture is changed utilizing a discrete wavelet 
change. First and foremost, the picture is disintegrated into 
four sub-groups by falling even and vertical two-channel basi-
cally examined channel banks. The procedure of disintegra-
tion proceeds until some last scale is come to. In every scale 
there are three sub-groups and one most reduced recurrence 
sub-band. At that point progressive estimate quantization 
(SAQ) is utilized to perform installing coding. This specific 
design is additionally called QMF pyramid. The SPIHT calcu-
lation is utilized to the multi-determination pyramid after the 
sub band wavelet change is performed. The decoder does pre-
cisely inverse, that is, it first performs number-crunching un-
raveling on the information bit Stream, then SPIHT disentan-
gling, at last sub-band/wavelet change.  
ANALYSIS OF SPIHT ALGORITHM  

Numerous new calculations for video pressure in 
view of wavelets have been as of late created. These tech-
niques have numerous useful focal points. They are constant 
tone and bit level pressure, lossless and lossy pressure, preva-
lent low –bit rate execution, high pixel precision and determi-
nation and so forth. The SPIHT calculation fulfills all the 
above objectives adequately. This have some key ideas like 
requested piece plane transmission of refinement bits. Incom-
plete requesting of wavelet coefficients by extent with trans-
mission of requested by a subset dividing the SPIHT calcula-
tion the requests the wavelets coefficients as per a huge test 
and stores this data in three separate records.   

They are rundown of immaterial sets (LIS), List of 
noteworthy pixels (LSP), and the rundown of irrelevant pixels 
(LIP). At long last these rundowns are likewise actualized by 
cluster structure. This makes a four way decay that is LL (Low 
pass then low pass), LH (Low pass then high pass), HL(high 
pass then high pass),and HH(High pass then high pass) then 
LL rendition is again created into 4 ways. The procedure is 
rehashed until the highest point of the pyramid is come to. 
SPIHT is having such a decent properties like idem power 
lossless recompression at same piece rate, recompression con-
structs same requested records and transmit same bits, multi-
resolution versatility that is encoder decoder tracks determina-
tion of bits naturally, low unpredictability that is no gliding 
point duplications, no estimation, no rate portion, look just for 
biggest MSB in change speedy first pass, second pass does 
coding, tending to augmentation, decrement bit shifts, profi-
cient without entropy coding, most calculation for change, 
great memory usage,1/4 square size for LIS and LIP started 
with co-ordinates of root level of change in all planes.   

No express piece allotment and diverse planes may have 
distinctive changes. At last this is a straightforward and effec-
tive calculation with numerous one of a kind and attractive 
properties. Take note of that distinctive pressure techniques 
were produced particularly to accomplish no less than one of 
those goals. SPIHT yields each one of those qualities at the 
same time. SPIHT likewise wins in the trial of finding the base 
rate required getting a propagation vague from the first.   

The SPIHT favorable position is considerably more articu-

lated in encoding shading pictures, on the grounds that the 
bits are assigned naturally for nearby optimality among the 
shading parts, dissimilar to different calculations that encode 
the shading segments independently in view of worldwide 
insights of the individual segments.  
 
2D SPIHT WT ALGORITHM STEPS  
A)  Initialization  
#Output m should be calculated from the co-efficient;  
#Set the LSP as null list;  
#Set the LIP=(a,b) which belongs to H(a,b); #Set 
the LIS=(a,b) which belongs to H(a,b);  but D(a,b) 
not equal to null set.  
B) Sorting pass  

B.1 for each entry (a,b) in the LIP do:  
B.1.1 Output P (a,b)  
B.1.2 If P(a,b)=1 move (a,b) to the LSP 

and output the sign of C  
B.2 for each entry (i,j) in the LIS do: B.2.1 if 

the entry is A type then output P(D(a,b)); 
if P(D(a,b))=1 then  

# for each (m,n) which belongs to O(a,b) do: * 
Output P(m,n)  
* If P(m,n)=1 then add(m,n) to the LSP and 
output sign of C;  
* If P(m,n)=0 then add (m,n) to the end of LIP 
# If L(a,b) not equal to null then move (a,b)to the end 
of the LIS as entry of  type B and go to step B.2.2 
otherwise remove the entry from the LIS;  
B.2.2 if the entry is of type B  
Output P(L(a,b))  
If P(L(a,b))=1then  
# add each (m,n) which belongs to O(m,n) to the end  
of the LIS as    entry of the type 
A # remove (m,n) from the LIS 
C) Refinement pass.  
For each entry (m,n) in the LSP except those in-
cluded in the last  sorting pass output m th most 
significant bit of C  
D) Quantization step.  
decrement the m by A and go to step B Notations 
are as follows:  
L(a,b)=D(a,b)-O(a,b)  
O(a,b): set of coordinates of the off-spring (a,b)  
D(a,b): set of coordinates of all descendants (a,b)   
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

In this part, the blunder investigation and the aftereffects of the 
created video coding framework are displayed. With a specific end goal 
to assess the framework, SPIHT calculation is assessed. For mistake 
count the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the Peak Signal Noise Ratio 
(PSNR) were utilized. The info video outline is shown in fig. 3.  

  
Frame size (256x256)             Frame size (156x156)  
Fig 2.  Input Video Frame and Compressed Video Frame  
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The compacted video casing of size 156x156. Unique picture 
given as the contribution for the pressure has the determination of 
256x256 and size of 9 kb. Remade picture has determination 156x156 
and estimate 5 kb having PSNR estimation of 35.14.  
 

  CALCULATION OF PSNR AND MSE  

   Here peak signal noise ratio and mean square error are calculated. The 
two frames of input video and compressed video are shown in fig 2 re-
spectively.  

FORMULAE  

PSNR   

  

Where,  

 = Maximum possible pixel value of the image.  

MSE = Mean Square Error  
MSE 

  

Where  

  I(i,j) = Input Video Frame.  

  K(i,j) = Compressed Video Frame.  

 THE INPUT VIDEO FRAMES          

  

Frame 1                         Frame 2             

Frame size - 256x256  Frame size - 256x256  

             Fig 3.Input Video Frames  

  

 

 

 

THE COMPRESSED VIDEO FRAMES  

  

Frame 1                      Frame 2   

Frame size - 156x156       Frame size - 156x156  

PSNR - 35.1436 dB                PSNR - 35.0685 dB  

MSE - 19.8939                        MSE - 20.2409     

Fig 4.Compressed Video Frames  

The majority of the pressure procedures lessen the repetition 
between shading segments (R, G, B). Every one of the pictures have 
three layers. In the event that dark picture implies it is luminance seg-
ments. The flag to clamor proportion ought to be ascertained. On the off 
chance that the rate is expanded PSNR esteem and passed time are addi-
tionally expanded.  
CALCULATED VALUES  

  PSNR dB     MSE  CR  BPP  

1st   
FRAME  

35.1436  19.8939  6.2195  1.4927  

2nd   
FRAME  

35.0509  20.3230  6.3166  1.5160  

3rd   
FRAME  

35.0685  20.2409  6.2983  1.5116  

Table 1. Table  for PSNR and MSE Values 
The calculation is the lossless pressure system. So the flag to 

clamor proportion can't be changed for pressure subsequent to executing 
the SPIHT calculation. So for these calculations the PSNR esteem is 
same and just the measure of the picture is changed.   

The metric PSNR is lossy video pressure are given the bit pro-
fundity in 8 bits, where higher is better. For 16 bit information normal 
qualities for the PSNR are in the vicinity of 60 and 80 dB. Satisfactory 
qualities for remote transmission are thought to be around 20 dB to 25 
dB. Table 1 gives the PSNR and MSE estimations of yield picture. 
Without clamor, the two pictures and K are indistinguishable and along 
these lines the MSE is zero. For this situation the PSNR is interminable.   

On the off chance that a picture is 16 bits for each pixel, it is 
additionally called a 16-bit picture, a high shading picture, or a 32K 
shading picture. Thirty-two thousand is generally the quantity of various 
hues that can be spoken to by 16 bits, where there are 5 bits for each of 
the red, piece).  

 
 
 
 
 
CALCULATION OF BIT PER PIXEL AND COMPRESSED  
RATIO  
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BPP - 1.5116 and CR - 6.2983      BPP - 1.5160 and CR - 6.3166  

Fig 5.BPP and CR  

The quantity of bits of data is put away per pixel of a picture or 
showed by an illustrations connector. The more bits there are, the more 
hues can be spoken to, yet the more memory is required to store or show 
the picture. A shading can be portrayed by the powers of red, green and 
blue ( RGB ) segments. On the off chance that a picture is 24 bits for 
every pixel, it is additionally called a 24-bit picture, a real nature picture, 
or a 16M shading picture. Sixteen million is generally the quantity of 
various hues that can be spoken to by 24 bits, where there are 8 bits for 
each of the red, green, and blue (RGB) values. 

5 CONCLUSION 
The PSNR and MSE qualities are observed to be better in SPIHT 

when contrasted with MPEG strategies. SPIHT likewise underpins reli-
able proliferation of the picture, keeping the photo nature of the picture 
or video. Another lossless pressure calculation for shading video ar-
rangements has been displayed. Another transient forecast strategy was 
likewise created. The new worldly expectation method is like the idea of 
the utilization of movement vectors, however requires no side data. The 
versatile choice of forecast mode amongst transient and spatial expecta-
tion was likewise explored. A quantitative technique to adaptively figure 
out which IWT ought to be utilized for a given casing in a video succes-
sion was appeared. The choice was made by looking at the consistency 
and the picture action measure (IAM). The execution correlations con-
cerning the inquiry go in transient forecast were additionally portrayed. 
Utilizing the new in reverse versatile fleeting expectation and the versa-
tile determination technique amongst spatial and worldly forecast the 
new plan was appeared to be superior to the cutting edge lossless pres-
sure calculations. 

In future other transformative figuring methods likewise can be 
striven for the better outcomes. Future research endeavors concentrate on 
better PSNR and MSE esteem. There are numerous different strategies 
for pressure procedure, as fluffy rationale, neural system and so on. In 
pressure system we can attempt to actualize methods like neural system 
and fluffy rationale for better PSNR and MSE. On the off chance that the 
new forecast methods, for example, the regressive versatile worldly ex-
pectation and the versatile forecast mode are utilized with a 3D based 
calculation, then the execution of the new calculation will be superior to 
that of the 2D calculation 
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